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Preface
This ENTCS volume contains the papers presented at the Fifth International
Workshop on Numerical and Symbolic Abstract Domains (NSAD). The workshop
took place in Munich, Germany on the 10th of September 2014 as a satellite event to
the 21st International Static Analysis Symposium. Previous workshops have been
held in Deauville, France (10 September 2012), Venice, Italy (13 September 2011),
Perpignan, France (13 September 2010) and Paris, France (21 January 2005).
The aim of the NSAD workshops is to bring together researchers interested in
abstract domains, to discuss on-going work and to present novel and even embryonic
ideas. Abstract domains are a key notion in Abstract Interpretation theory and
practice. They embed the semantic choices, data structures and algorithmic aspects,
and implementation decisions. The Abstract Interpretation framework provides
constructive and systematic formal methods to design, compose, compare, study,
prove, and apply abstract domains. Many abstract domains have been designed
so far: numerical domains (intervals, congruences, polyhedra, polynomials, etc.),
symbolic domains (shape domains, trees, etc.), but also domain operators (products,
powersets, completions, etc.), which have been applied to several kinds of static
analyses (safety, termination, probability, etc.). The three papers in this volume
were carefully and rigorously reviewed and present an interesting cross section in
current work in the area.
Organization
The Program Committee of NSAD 2014 consisted of the following people:
Gianluca Amato Liqian Chen
Graeme Gange Khalil Ghorbal
Jorge Navas Pierre Roux
Henny Sipma
We are very grateful to the SAS organizers, Helmut Seidl and Markus Mu¨ller-
Olm for the help in co-locating this workshop with the Static Analysis Symposium
in Munich. In particular, we are grateful for the ﬁnancial support from the various
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SAS sponsors. Our thanks go to Andrei Voronkov for his EasyChair system (www.
easychair.org), Holger Siegel for coordinating the assembly of the proceedings
and to Michael Mislove, the editor of the ENTCS series.
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